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Abstract

Objects have been described as having identity, state and behaviour, but there are di�ering
views as to what are an object's states. For a programmer using an object-oriented programming
language, the state is the current values of all the attributes, hidden and accessible. In most
object-oriented design methods, an object's state is an abstraction of this: design states are
determined by the observable behaviour of the object. The di�erence is signi�cant, for example
the two views behave di�erently under inheritance, and this can make it di�cult to validate an
implementation against its design speci�cation.

We describe a technique for resolving these di�erent views of state. The representation states
of an object can be partitioned into abstract states by predicates on the attributes. We relate
this to an operational semantics for the object-oriented programming language Sather.

A direct implication is that the behaviour of objects can be described by �nite state machines.
Since there are testing techniques based on proving the equivalence of two state machines (for
example, a design speci�cation and its implementation), it is now feasible to prove test coverage
of automatically generated tests for object oriented programs to the level of abstract states.

Keywords: Object-Oriented Programming, Object-Oriented Design, Testing, Finite State
Machines

1 Introduction

In the community of practitioners and researchers in object technology there is a recognisable
distinction between programmers and software engineers. Among the �rst there has been a concen-
tration on object-oriented programming languages, their features and extensions. From the latter
we have seen an explosion of \methodologies" for object-oriented analysis and design.

Testing, however, needs to have a foot in both camps. A valid and useful testing technology must
understand object-oriented analysis and design in order to �nd inconsistencies between a model and
its implementation; and it must understand the implementation language in order to concentrate
the search for faults e�ectively. So, while it is di�cult to still claim that object technology is
\new", it is no surprise that there has been little headway in testing technology for object-oriented
software.

In this paper, we focus on the behaviour of objects in terms of states and state transitions. We
develop a technique for testing object state that both reconciles the design view of object state
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with that of object-oriented programming, and also builds upon established technology for testing
�nite state machines (FSM).

The next section describes these two views of object state and our method for reconciling them.
Later, we couch this reconciliation in the formal setting of an operational semantics for object-
oriented programs. The operational semantics we build upon is that of object machines [SZ94b],
appendix A provides the necessary de�nitions and background.

2 FSM Models of Design

From the point of view of object-oriented design, objects have state and behaviour (see, for example,
[Boo94, RBP+91, HSE94]). These two aspects of objects are closely related: the state of an object
a�ects its behaviour in response to the messages sent to it, and this behaviour may change the
object's state, in turn.

Abstract behaviour of objects can be represented by FSMs. Most object-oriented design meth-
ods use statecharts [Har87] or some derivative of them to specify the dynamic behaviour of objects
(see, for example, [CHB92, RBP+91]). Figure 1 shows the statechart for a stack. States are indi-
cated by rounded boxes and transitions between them by arrows. Transitions are labelled by the
message that causes them, and may have a \�ring condition" in square brackets. The initial state
is indicated by an arrow with no source. This corresponds to a creation message in object-oriented
programs. To avoid cluttering the diagram, some methods that do not change the state of the
object, such as top, are not shown.

Empty Not empty

push

pop [#elts = 1]

pop [#elts > 1]

Figure 1: Statechart describing the dynamic behaviour of a stack object

We call such a FSM model a design FSM, its states design states and its transitions design
transitions (FSMs are formally de�ned in the appendix). In Sather, design states can be represented
as predicates or Boolean functions (as in �gure 4) and design transitions as method names with
their associated �ring conditions as method preconditions. When multiple inheritance is used to
combine di�erent facets of state into one object, concurrent states (called \AND states" in [Har87])
can be used. Any state of the design FSM then can be expressed as a formula in terms of the state
predicates of the FSM using disjunction (OR) for alternative states and conjunction (AND) for
concurrent states. In Sather, this formula becomes part of the class invariant (as in the example in
�gure 4).

Under subtyping, a design FSM for a subclass may only vary from its parent's FSM in a
limited number of ways. States may be modi�ed, but can only be added as substates of one
of the parents states or as concurrent states. Concurrent states commonly result from multiple
inheritance. Transitions can be added between existing and new states or changed. Neither states
nor transitions may be deleted [CHB92, MD93]. For subclasses that represent subtypes (these are
distinct in Sather) transition constraints (preconditions) can only be weakened. If a specialisation
is wanted, such as in the example for Bounded stack below, one uses inheritance without subtyping.
In this way, it is possible to ensure substitutability, allowing an object of any subtype to act in the
rôle of its parent type.

Figure 2 shows the statechart for a specialisation of stack: the bounded stack. Notice that the
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new states have been added as substates and the FSM of the parent has been preserved. In this
case, however not all stack traces are legitimate for the bounded stack, for example a bounded
stack of length 10 will not support a sequence of 11 consecutive pushes. A Sather implementation
of this design appears in �gure 5.

Not empty

Empty
FullNot full

pop [#elts = 1]

push [#elts = max-1]

pop [#elts > 1]

pop

push [#elts < max-1]

push

Figure 2: Statechart describing the dynamic behaviour of a bounded stack object

3 Representation and Implementation

In an object-oriented programming language, objects are instances of classes. Classes describe the
attributes and methods that can operate on those attributes. The state of such an object is the
values of the attributes of an object at a particular point in time. Obviously the number of states
of an object may be arbitrarily large, or even in�nite.

For the purposes of reasoning about the behaviour of object oriented programs, it is natural
to think of the representation state of an object as a graph [GG94, SZ94b]. The nodes of this
graph are objects in an executing program and the (directed) arcs are references to other objects.
References can be either attributes of an object or local variables and actual arguments of the
currently executing method. Each arc is labelled with the name of the attribute or variable. The
current value of attributes of basic type (for example, INTEGER or BOOLEAN in Sather) are kept
with their object's node.

While the design FSMs of those classes related by inheritance are similar or identical, a cor-
responding relation is not present at the level of code. The implementation states are the values
of an object's attributes. When these are hidden, as suggested by good programming practice,
inheritance makes no restriction on their addition or removal. In the absence of language support,
preserving the correct FSM behaviour requires a programming discipline.

Clearly then, there is a mismatch between the implementation and design views of object state.
In practice, the mapping from design states to representation states is often not explicit and state
transitions are usually buried in the method implementations. All these factors can make it di�cult
to validate that an implementation is correct with respect to its design.

In �gure 3 the design FSM and the code in the class body are at opposite corners. Previously,
the only connection between them has been through the class interface. The �gure suggests that
the lower left corner should provide a more appropriate bridge, to reconcile this incompatibility be-
tween the implementation and design views of object state. We suggest an abstract representation
of implementation decisions as a so-called representation FSM which captures the most important
internal states as representation states or predicates together with an abstraction of implementa-
tion transitions. The corresponding FSM invariant is called representation invariant following the
terminology of CLU [LG86] and Alphard [WLS76].
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Concrete

(Sather code)

Abstract

(FSM model)

Design FSM Class Interface

Representation FSM Class body

Interface

Implementation

Figure 3: Di�erent views of object/class behaviour.

With this distinction, each design state corresponds to one or more representation states (i.e.
vectors of values for the object's attributes). So, the design states of an object can be represented by
partitioning its representation states. The representation state predicates are de�ned on attribute
values of the object. Furthermore, we assume that there is a similar mapping from representation
transitions to design transitions. Representation FSMs make the mapping between design and
implementation levels explicit, and simplify the validation of the dynamic behaviour of classes.

A simple example of the use of representation state predicates can be seen in �gure 4, which
shows an implementation in Sather of the stack class whose FSM speci�cation is illustrated in
�gure 1. Two representation states are de�ned by the predicates empty and notempty, corre-
sponding to the similarly named the design states from the statechart.

A Sather implementation of the bounded stack specialisation of stack can be found in �gure 5.
The new states in the design FSM (see �gure 2) partition the <not empty> state of the parent.
In the implementation, this appears in the rede�ned predicate notempty, which has become the
disjunction of the representation state predicates for the added substates. Thus the invariant of
the parent still holds and is inherited unchanged.

Clearly, since design states are abstractions of attribute values (both basic types and referenced
objects) [RBP+91], any design state can be represented by a predicate on those attributes. Fur-
thermore, if every valid representation state of the object makes a predicate true, the disjunction
of all these predicates is an invariant for the object. For each method, the FSM design speci�es
the possible transitions between design states. In the implementation, this can be expressed in a
post condition for the method using the representation state predicates. In languages that support
invariants and pre and post conditions, such as Sather, explicitly describing the mapping to the
FSM design enhances the robustness of the implementation [Mey92].

Using well known techniques for testing FSMs, we can derive a set of traces or sequences of
transitions that cover the representation FSM. Each trace is a test case of the implementation
relative to its representation FSM. Intuitively, each trace is implemented by a sequence of calls to
the appropriate methods in the code guarded by tests of the preconditions. If the test cases �nd
no errors, then the implementation is complete and correct with respect to its representation FSM
[FvBK+91, Cho78]. Since we can map the states and transition of the representation FSM to those
of the design FSM, this is also a cover of the design FSM.

While representation invariants could be related by subtyping, we would gain any advantage
from this situation only in a case where the design FSM, D say, stays �xed and the representation
FSM (R say) is changed to R'. If we generate a coverage of R by R' we could reuse the coverage of
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class STACKfTg is

-- Implementation of stack using arrays

stack: ARRAYfTg;
ssize: INT;

constant initsize := 5;

create: SAME is

res := STACKfTg::new(ssize := 0);

-- create an empty array for storing the elements

res.stack := ARRAYfTg::new(size := initsize);

end; -- create

push(x:T) is

if stack.size = ssize then -- extend the stack

h: ARRAYfTg := ARRAYfTg::new(size := 2*ssize);

-- copy all the elements across to the new array.

i: INT := 0;

while not i = ssize do

h[i] := stack[i];

i := i+1;

end; -- while

stack := h;

end; -- if

stack[ssize] := x;

ssize := ssize + 1;

end; -- push

pop:T is if notempty then ssize:=ssize-1; end; end;

top:T is if notempty then res := stack[ssize-1] end; end;

-- Representation state predicates

empty:BOOL is res := ssize = 0 end;

notempty:BOOL is res := ssize > 0 end;

-- Representation invariant

invariant welldefined = empty or notempty end;

end; -- class STACK

Figure 4: A STACK class implemented in Sather
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class BOUNDED STACKfTg is

-- Implementation of bounded stack

include STACKfTg; inherit from STACK.

constant max size := 1000;

create: SAME is

res := BOUNDED STACKfTg::new(ssize := 0);

-- create an empty array for storing the elements

res.stack := ARRAYfTg::new(size := max size);

end; -- create

push(x:T) is

if notfull then

stack[ssize] := x;

ssize := ssize + 1;

end; -- if

end; -- push

-- Representation state predicates.

full:BOOL is res := ssize = max size end;

notfull:BOOL is res := ssize < max size end;

notempty:BOOL is

-- Redefine the parent's `notempty' state (assume max size > 0).

res := full or notfull

end;

end; -- class BOUNDED STACK

Figure 5: A BOUNDED STACK class implemented in Sather
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D by R. We do not expect the bene�ts of such an approach to outweigh the restrictions introduced
by subtyping, viz. the requirements of not weakening representation invariants. Therefore, in the
context of this project we prefer that representation invariants of subclasses are not related at all
under subtyping.

4 Covering Test Generator

Constructing the representation FSM requires some additional work. However we believe that
this is a small portion of the implementation e�ort. Testing is typically in excess of 40% of total
development e�ort [Pre92]. By basing our testing on FSM models, test data generation is straight
forward using well established techniques.

A further advantage is the clear semantic relation between FSMs and the class invariants.
This has the additional bene�t of documenting design (from the design FSM) and implementation
decisions (in terms of the representation FSM). So the understandability and hence maintainability
of software is increased.

The representation FSM drives the tests of the class's code. The design FSM de�nes the
expected outcomes. The level of testing, or how much of a class's behaviour is actually tested,
is de�ned by the granularity of the representation FSM. How much of this behavior is observed
or required is de�ned by the granularity of the design FSM. The more detailed these two aspects
of the behavioural model, the more coverage of the interface during testing and the greater the
con�dence in the correctness of its workings. By selecting the appropriate level of detail for the
design and representation FSM, it is possible to strike a balance between the cost of validation
e�ort, and targeted reliability and robustness.

5 Current State and Future Work

To date we have developed test driver classes and methods supported by all classes which will
provide a framework for test case generation. Our current e�orts are directed towards the design
of a test case generator based on these test driver classes. We map the FSM into a driver written
in Sather code, which generates sequences of calls corresponding to test cases of the \partial W-
method" [FvBK+91]. This test code is generated from FSMs provided by separate �les. The
FSM descriptions in these �les are also compared with existing assertions in the code to provide
additional consistency checking.

In parallel we are working on a semantics for testing based on object machines [SZ94a], an op-
erational semantics for objects' execution. This framework is presented in the appendix. Ideally we
would also like to have some notion of coverage for the code itself rather than just the behavioural
model as described by the design FSM, which is typically a coarse abstraction of the actual be-
haviour. Such a coverage analysis would have to compare the control ow graph of the program
with the representation FSM. Once this is established, it will be possible to design guidelines for
combining the test coverage system with runtime instrumentation.

Object machines describe the transformations of the implementation state of an object during
the execution of a Sather program in a \history". Class histories share some similarities with the
traces in the trace assertion method [PW89]. It may well be possible to derive trace assertions for
the state graph transitions occuring within object machines. In this case we can apply the trace
rewriting technique and trace simulator tool [WP94].
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6 Related Work

State-de�ning predicates are used in [Cha93]: the class of an object is determined dynamically
according to whether its attributes satisfy that class's predicate. This is a powerful design technique
and simpli�es class implementation, but it requires multi-methods and so its applicability is limited
to the few object-oriented programming languages that support them.

Ho�man and Strooper use an approach to class testing that is in some ways similar to ours
[HS93]. They also partition a class's implementation state, from which they derive appropriate
transitions, creating in e�ect a FSM. Rather than deriving FSM-based test-cases from the class
design speci�cation, an implementation of this FSM is used as a test oracle, and a test set should
cover nodes and arcs of this \test-graph". FSM testing techniques could also have been used to
show the equivalence of the class and the test-graph, as we propose.

A more immediate approach to testing object state in C++ classes is described in [TR92b,
TR92a]. Object state, in this case the vector of attribute values, is seen as additional method
arguments, so adequacy is addressed by covering a partitioning of the state values in the same way
as the the other inputs.

Doong and Frankl [DF93] derive a test suite for a class that consists of pairs of message sequences
that should put an object in the same state. This in essence implements trace equivalence [WP94]
for the class when viewed as a FSM. A further method for testing class behaviour based on method
sequence speci�cations (MtSS) and message sequence speci�cations (MgSS) [KT94] can be derived
from a complete FSM model.

Several OO methodologies are using FSM models or related diagrams that also play a role
in supporting validation in that context. Some object-oriented design methods avoid FSMs or
statecharts, in particular, Ed Berard rejects them as modelling and speci�cation tools in favour of
Petri nets [Ber93]. However, Petri nets have an underlying state machine semantics through either
their reachability graph or a decomposition into sequential FSM components, which is possible at
least for some classes of Petri nets. In [JCJ�O92] object behaviour is described in event timing
diagrams. These are also being adopted by other methods (e.g. [Boo94]). While event timing
diagrams can be derived from a complete FSM speci�cation, it is not obvious how to extract the
underlying FSM.

A software development process based on speci�cation and direct implementation of FSMs is
suggested in [ZR95]. This method uses RSML [LHHR94], a modi�cation of statecharts for devel-
oping formal speci�cations that can be validated by domain experts. One of the major advantages
of such a method is seen as the testability of FSMs.

7 Conclusions

We have described a technique for validating the dynamic behaviour of objects, based on re�nement
of FSMs, for which coverage becomes equivalence. We describe its formal semantics in terms of
the object machine operational semantics for Sather. A test case generation tool based on this
approach is being developed. The method is adaptable to software development priorities since it
allows users to de�ne granularity of testing by means of the representation FSM against which the
implementation is tested.
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A Object Machines

An object machine models the dynamic behaviour of an object-oriented program by transformations
on a graph representing the current state [SZ94b, SZ94a]. Below we summarises those aspects of
object machines which we require for design and representation FSMs. Complete details may be
found in the references.
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Given an object x and the state space for that object, SM (x), we wish to partition SM (x)
by specifying predicates Pi on the attributes of x. A representation state A = fS 2 SM (x) :
Pi(!(x)) is trueg where !(x) is evaluated in each state S.

While an object machine represents an entire program, our FSM's are only concerned with
a portion of the state and control of such a machine. Intuitively, the FSM we consider \reads"
(receives) messages as input and \writes" (sends) messages to other objects. A state of the object
is represented by the Pi paired with the object's record. Since the state transitions only model the
transitions between the di�erent Pi we model reads and writes to the object's record as part of the
input and output.

It is straightforward to show that this is a state machine: FSM =< X;Y;A; f; g > where A are
the representation states, the inputs X and outputs Y represent message (tuples), i.e., a method
name and actual parameters, and the transition function f and output function g are appropriately
derived from the objects methods.

An object machine is a quadruple M = (DM ; AM ; OM ; CM ), where DM is the value domains
(more precisely a many-sorted algebra on the value domains), AM is the set of attributes, CM is
the �nite control (an object-oriented program) and OM is the set of operations from which CM is
built.

A state of an object machine, S = (G; self; �;PC ), is represented by a graph G = (V;E) whose
vertices are objects and (directed) edges are references. Edges are labelled with attribute names
(elements of AM ) by the injective map �. self is an object (a vertex of G). PC is a vertex of the
�nite control, CM . The set of states for an object machine M is SM .

Objects are elements of the set OBM �
S
X�Val N�T�D

X , having a unique integer identi�er, a
type and containing their value attributes (the X are variables of \basic" or \value" types|such as
BOOLEAN , INTEGER|and the D are their value domains). The types T is a �nite set of names
with a partial order �. The set of type expressions T � is constructed from T and a distinguished
void type, 1, by

� products (�1 � � � � � �n 2 T
� if �1; : : : ; �n 2 T

�),

� monomorphisms ([�! �] 2 T � if �; � 2 T �) and

� polymorphisms ([�; �] 2 T � if �; � 2 T �).

A signature �X;F;T � over the variables X, function names F and type equations T � is a set of type
declarations of the form a : � where a 2 X[F and � 2 T � is a type expression. The class signature
of � 2 T is the set �� = fa : �ja : [�; �] 2 �g. Well formed signatures satisfy

� substitutability: � � � then �� � ��, and

� contravariant conformance: a : [�1 ; �2] 2 ��, a : [�1 ; �2] 2 ��, and � � � then �1 � �1
and �2 � �2.

Following the concept of \programming by contract" [Mey88], a type may have an invariant,
pre conditions and post conditions, and if � � � then

� invariants are strengthened: I� ) I�,

� pre conditions are weakened for each function rede�nition: I� ^ P� ) Q� and

� post conditions are strengthened for each function rede�nition: I� ^Q� ) Q�.
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In this formalism, local correctness implies global correctness [SW92].
Each operation o 2 OM can be interpreted as an elemental transformation on the state graph

[[o]] : SM ! SM . Associated with an object machine is a set of messages MsgM . Messages are
implemented by methods which are programs. There is a map from signatures to messages, so that
an object has attributes and methods corresponding to the class signature of its type.

A history is a sequence of state graphs that result from applying the operations in a �nite
control. A subhistory induced by a method is the part that starts with the method call and ends
with its return. A subhistory induced by an object begins with the object creation and has state
graphs restricted to those vertices (objects) reachable from the object.
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